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ABSTRACT

-A theoretical method is presented for calculating the steady propulsive
interaction (thrust deduction) force in contrarotating propellers. Contrarotating
propellers operating at off-design loading and spacing as well as the contribution
of a rudder were investigated. The importance of the separate thrust deduction
of the forward and aft propellers in analyzing the behavior of a CR propeller set
was shown. Numerical results are given for a MARAD high-speed containership.
Some principal findings for the subject ship are: (1) good agreement between
theory and experiment with regard to the thrust deduction of a centerline rudder,
(2Yat equal thrust the forward and aft propellers produced 73 percent and
27 percent of the total thrust deduction, respectively, and (3) the total thrust
deduction is reduced by unbalancing the propelling thrust with smaller thrust
carried on the forward propeller. '_

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This work was authorized by the Naval Ship Systems Command and was funded under

Project F 43 432, Task 14438, Work Unit 1-1544-256.

INTRODUCTION

To the author's knowledge the important and intriguing problem of tile drag augmenta-

tion (thrust deduction) of a ship with contrarotating propellers has not been solved previously
in sufficient detail for practical design purposes.' The problem is inherently more complex

than single-screw propulsion which has received considerable attention," mainly because

SIickling. R., "Propellers in the Wake of an Axisymnctric Biody." Institution of Naval Architect%. Quarterly Transactions,
Vol. 99, No. 4 (Oct 1957). A complete listing of references is given on page 29.

2Tsakonas. S. and W.R. Jacobs, "Analytical Study of the Thrust Deduction of a Single.Screw Thin Ship." Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology, Davidson Laboratory Report 816 (Mat 1962).
3 Beveridge. J.L.. "Thrust Deduction Due to a Propell'cr Behind a Hydrofoil." David Taylor Model Basin Report 1603

(Oct 1962).
4 Bcveridge, J.L., "Eiffect of Axial Position of Propeller on the Propulsion Characteristics of a Suhmcrgt.d Body of Revo-

lution," David Taylor Model Basin Report 1456 (Mat 1963).
5 Nowacki, I.. "Potential Wake and Thrust Deduction Calculations for Ship-Like Bodies." Transaction% STG (1963) (in'

German).
6 Wald, 0., "Performance o a Propeller in a wake and the Interaction of Propelkr and Iiull," Journal of Ship Rsearch.

Vol. 9. No. I (Jun 1965).
7 Amtsberg, II., "Investigations on the Interaction between Ilull and P")peller of Bodies of Revolution." David Taylor

Model Basin Translation 309 (Dec 1965).
F'Dicger. W., "A Method of Calculation of Potential Thrust Deduction," David Taylor Model Lasin Translation 328

(Matr 1966).
9 Pohl, K.I., "The Interaction between Ihull and Propeller." David Taylor Model Basin Ttanslation 334 (Feb 1967).

IBeveridge J.1.., "Analytical Prediction of Thrust Deduction for Submersibles and Surface Ships." Journal of Ship
Research, Vol. 13, No. 4 (Dec 1969).



tt thle addtitional smtguIliritics imolved and tilei attendant mntltiple integrations reqluired for

tile potenttial pal t of' the thillst (le(Iict ion force. The frictional component of the thrust

deduction is, known to be v'erv small and canl be approximated."1 13 'thIis eluICidation of

the problem. i.e.. as a Lagally typ~e of force. has been adequately inlvestigatedl and app~lied

stI.. cssftl h .3-1" It has its basis lin a well known principle ot reciprocity (Newtoni) for finding

lte forces between bodies in :i flow field.

lIn apportuitiiw the thrust load between a pair of contrarotating propellers, current

dcsiell mlethods do nlot ..onsider the il tti.al divisionl Of thle thrust deduction between lte forward
anld a fter propellers. Tlhus. the design condhition of either thrust or torque balance betweeni1 ppl~leCr at equal rates of' rotation i in) ma% not produitce the ininintm shaift horsepower.
Th ie imn'stiegition r~ ported herein de'.ehops a theoretical method for calculating thle thrust

dledut tion dute to contrarotatingy stern propellers. The scope of the work includes lte

development of aal ta.al mlethods for determining tile effect of rudder. variations in the

ratio of thrust betwet.-i formard and after propellers. and the spacing between propellers.

Computational re-wIlts air presen ted for a NIAHAl) high -speed contlainership. 1

The plan and prn mc- pal poin ts of' this report include: (I ) thle derivation ot analytical

esresinsfor thle thrust dedudion for conlt rarotating propellers. and (2) lte introduction

of, an influtentt: Loef fitiemit to actflint f ,or the etftect of' wave-making and certatin geometric

particulars oni lie potential wake of aI hight-speed inerchant'ship type of hull.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

lin poten tiail flow. mathlematical singuilari ties which represent solid bodies or boundaries

are W idel% uised. The Lae;allv steadIN-mlotionl equation 1.1 relates the force onl a source (or

sink)1 of' -uvem strength lin an arbitrary flow to the velocity which thle flow would possess

ait thle location of the source if thle siource did not exist. The thrust-deductionl problem is

ana1.logouis to lte fammiliar problem of finding the forces between bodies in a flow field. A

- fort.e arises fronm the niutual influence of' the hutll onl thme contrarotating propellers and these

li~A knunn. 11.1 ."litie In(icuottn heim en P'ropeller a.nd Ship .I ilh Sitctui Com~idfiion itothe I nfluene or mi.

Jaitii ie r Sdilti ib..iie 11111 whe ( *emckch..i. 40 11939).

%in iminutern. %..1' A~.. -AnarIii . of Propui- mn p nenii% in itdomi'n toi SuiIk If6ecm 1)) m.i ret,".- ixiid

l'it * 4"I.rt'd KINi~I I ruis Ii.,n W14 OSCpI) 950),

I flit, writirc I I -. *1i'r t~e h %I tii11iti. Onl I tmed andii Pro.pelied Siremn Bodfh~tV ies tit Rvvoution at iteep submetreitev.-

1 ,I)oit I..iei Ijj~iit Rep. ilt 166~ ji ni 1 966)),

14I 1..nIt~n . *"A ( mu.rmiun 4.1 ( 'onI 1.11o l.1111 iIn' opell ie wt oiiet I'bopuoin 8yoins.- Ma~ine 'tiwilnolog).

%, .1 0 I. I it, 1972)
I ( D111.11d A I . -n.i NC~I- ni..11 m eot' .- imi Vol, 1. p, M6o. lDowr PuliLainlfl' 41963).

16Ii.A , I lt W 11- iiif 1 Sin-iai.111iie' lot mtic ImCI IttIIII1.aII ofi I oia ndL~.~ii M-1u,,nth Adin -it) * . n iody in Potmential



kI
propellers on the hutll. Simply stated. a hull afTiects contrarotating propeller performance

through its wake, and a hull (from the point of view of resistance) is affected by the self-
induced velocity field of the contrarotating propellers.]

VicLaaly heoci povdesa icnsof irumeningth dtal o iteraingprssreI over the hull surface to obu~in the thnist-kd~uction force. Since the intera-tion force is to he
obtained directly fronti relations between singularities. the inain problem is to find appropriate
pncrating± singuilauri ties for hull and propellers. Eissential parts of the problem are determina-

tion of the perturbation velocities dute to a umll in a uniformn potential flow and determina-

tion of the radial distribution of proller thrust. Specifically. tlwse essential parts enter into

the solution of the interaction or thrust-deduction force. using th c Laugally t heorem. by pro-

viding, the required hull-disturbance velocity and propeller-sink strengths.
The principal assumptions and limitations that are involved in the analysis and treatment

of the p~roblem) are summnatiied as followus:

1. Interference effects which involve chaiigts in boundary conditions and lead to itera-

tions are assumed tbemal and are not considered.

2. The effects of various singularities can bie combined. F-xact linear superposition of

flows is. of course. limited to those which satisfy d-,~ Liplace equation. It is assumed that

the effect of the propellers on the hull is mainly 1) 'wtial in origin. whereas tliv effect of

the hull on the propellers is esetal viscous ini on~u The effect on the propellers is
treated. however, as a potential-problern through the use or the circumferential average of

the total wake at each p~ropeller radius.

3. It is assumed that the actual propeller blades can be r,-ilaced by lifting lines where

the induced velocity is based o'n the actual radial thrust (list ribt, iun,. For mnore Ohan three

blades. calculations show the circumferential variation (fluctuat ion) of -Yinm.-d velocity from

-lifting-line theory has a negligible effect on the thnist deduction. Lifting-im'- theory is used

strictly as a matter of convenience to obtain the reqluired steady sink disk strength which is

radially variable. This mathematical p~ropeller modiel gives the propeller induced velocity as

a function of propeller thnist in :, viscous fluid and radius. but does not considc. ,opeller

blade thickness. A check of the effect of propeller blade thickness was made and was found

to be small for the propellers considered.

4. It is assumed for this investigation that the separation point on the butll is n1ot

changed by the propellers. In principle ain iteration procedure and boundary-layer theory

can be used to consider changes in the separation point.

5. ie theory pre-ientedl is applicable, strictly speaking. only to ships without significant

wavemaibng unless the potential part considers the free surface. To make flhe theory more

general, an influence coefficient is used to correct the potential wake for thme ship wave system.

In the present rep~ort. the influence coefficient, also, contained somec geometrical effects.

3



6. At ol't'design propc:ler loaidings the propeller singularity strengths are alssumed to be

proportionial to (I + 112 C.,-r, ). This assumption restricts the analysis to cases for which the

re v;ig difference between the two propellers is not great.

SOLUTION -

THRUST DEDUCTION AS A LAGALLY FORCE

The Laigaily steady-motion eluationM6

F o  - p -- (I):

:onnects the force F on a soirc! at sonic point i tie flow field wi th e output Q and

itre flow velocity Q /41rr2 at tie loation of the source Q where r is tile distance fror a

turces nd teo an sotre For ontrarotaoin propellers Equation (1) can be rewritten ib yhe

ore n rlri form l

I-, PQ IV(W + (Upr deor forward propellerwf (
(2)

:rt = - Pof IV(W + (i) for urfa propeller

where' w = is the lrll velocity and U is the propeller induced

int-rferenc p velocity and each conjugate propeller can vary spatially bit not temporally.
Viltill-disturbinlg velocity wp is the potential flow i,,,itirbation velocity caused by the hull

miniig at ve~locity V. V1ic hull can be conlsidered ais genieratecd by a sulrface distribution of

Soilrcs andli the interaction Ilorce of a contrarotatinlg propeller-hutll systemt is obtained. by

reciproito. fro the proll-disturbing velocity

4 f (Im (S) ds

A: the contrarotating propellers. Eiach lpropeller is re.presentedl by a sink disk of strength

A m(Ao dAo

whe~re (Im = strength of" a surface soure

S = sulrfac~e area of tile hull and
At) = p~ropeller disk area

Exp~ressions for the propeller interfere~nce-axial velocity U., will be given later.

~4



.......... W E. . .

Equation (2) can be written in terms of Wp and U, at each propeller disk (of the

coutrarotating pair) and distributed surface sinks of strength qm = U13. The total drag

augmentation coefficient CD is then given by

D___ (U a) 1Was),
Cj D = J xdx

21rpV'R 1wP V i
( 2 (U 1) (U 5) 2 4

+ (^ f (wp) 2 + -ar1 xdx
Xh V V

-(wd) + V 1) (U xdx
Xh

( U 1 xdx + xdx
xh  xh

(3)

R1 2u (U+\I/ J (wp)2 -V xdx

xh

+\ ,/ L" d ]xdx

xh

Swhere the variables within the integrals are undcrstoc to be average values in the circum-

ferential direction.

Interaction force has been presented as a drag-augmentation coefficient C The thrust-
deduction coefficient is related to the drag-augmentation coefficient by

i 4(CI) 4C 4D
:t = tf + t I + t 2 

= tf ~ s + + (4)

where tf is the frictional thrust deduction. For t r 0

I Ct2 r2
-- and ;

• t T.D  t C.>

Some comments will be made later concerning the frictional thrust deduction coefficient tf

:%5



The interference force integrals 1,2 and 121 in Equation (3) cancel since only the force
on the body is wanted. The simple case sketched below is illustrative. Assume all perturba-
tions are caused by three point sources (representing: body, Propeller I, and Propeller 2)

enclosed by spheres of infinitesimal radius and located coaxially. On the axis, distance r
between singularities is indicated by bar (-). From the system as sketched we can write the
following force equations:

v

-- BODY
PROPELLER 1 PROPE.LER 2

-- ¥S

k VELOCITY v INDUCED AT 00l BY
ALL SINGULARITIES EXCEPT 0O

000

01 02

4mr2 1 j ' 4Wl.r2

VELOCITY v INDUCED AT 01 BY
ALL SINGULARITIES EXCEPT 01

44Ir2 ) 41r2 40

VELOCITY v INDUCED AT 02 BY
ALL SINGULARITIES EXCEPT 02

00 02__

41W 2 1 " 4711r 2 )  '
2 2

6



- =Q 0  [ 1 + 1
4irF ~0 -

-Q + -I, (6)

Q2 (2) (7)

Equating the force onl the body to the force on the pro'pellers, we obtainj

_ + + (8)

or

-FQ FQ + r

It can be seen from Equation (8) that the interference terms Q, Q on tile igbt-band side
cancel since the distance rf, ri-2.

INDUCED VELOCITY IN CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS

A design procedure for contrarotating propellers which is based on Lerbs' theory has
been presented by Morgan.1  Since the theory and calculation of wake-adapted contraro-
tating propellers are not within tile scope of this report,18 the procedure used here for
obtaining the propeller source strength q. IV =Una/V will be discussed only briefly. To
derive the thrust deduction from the Lagally theorem, it is important to emphasize that tile
required singularity strengthl (far downstream) qm/V is equal to twice* the circumferential
average of the axial component of the propeller self-iniuced velocity a.t the propeller disk.19

It was shlown in thle previous section that the propeller-induced interference terms WUi~ /V
and (U,,) 2/V in Equation (3) do not contribute to the thrust dleduction.

17Morgan, W.. "The Design of Counterrtotating Propelleri Using Lcrbs' Theory," Transictioni SNAMIE. Vol. 68 (1960).
t8 Lerbs, It.w., "Contra-Rotating Optimum Propellers Operating In a Radially Non-Uniform Wake:'" David Taylor Model

Pasin Report 941 (May 1955).
N9Winblum, G., "IV 7Trust Deduction." Anterican Society of Naval rigninecrs, Vol. 63 (1931).
One actual numerical values or the ielfiduced axial velocity at the lifting line of tacit propeller were multiplied by two

to obtain the final (far downstream) velocity Ua/v

7



Lerbs' theory for either lightly or moderately loaded contrarotating propeller-, considers

propellers having finite hutb, finite number of blades, and an arbitrary radial load distribution.
His theory is based onl potential flow in which viscous effe.cts ame neglected; however, thle
dIrag forces onl the blades which exist in a real fluid are introduced later as a correction to

tlii potential theory. I'he inflow velocities required for the calculation of a wake-adapted

propeller are based onl thle total wake. The nominal inflow V Vis corrected by V /VV
which is the ratio of the effective velocity to the volume mean velocity. The volume mecan

%eiocity ratio is (defined as

'V 2

h X h

where V~ /V is the circuimferential average of tile local velocity at each radiuis.

Calculations for moderately loaded contrarotating (CR) p~ropellers using Lerbs' induction-

factor method are programmed for a higli-spued digital computer at this Center.* A

numerical solution which includes the total propeller-induced velocity at the lifting lines

(see Figure I for velocity component diagram) for the propeller op~erating in a real flow

is obtained from the p~rograim. Because tht propeller wilf-indticed velocity U .is needed in the

calculation of the thrust deduction and only tile prop~eller total induced velocity IUaT is

included in thle computer output (U., not convenient to retrieve) U., must be calculated

fromt the compuiter output by:

(U.S) = (U ;Ir )I Wad for forward propeller

W s,= (U.1 A (Ui), for aft propeller

where from Norgan17

(U:,~ =(U~ (fI N1, ),
i .1 (9)

Mx (U1 + )I

6!~ (g , = distance factor for obtaining the effect of axial dlistance onl interference
velocities

*Rcmlrorwilning of filec prewinm CR propeller tolopute progrim P6 currently underway. The UP-caiied "cquivieti
ptpclinept u ~r~ill tit) longer tK! necded~ and tile -Wef-g~itLVed wiociiy tlm ilill~t ivticproie in tile output. ('untquetly.
tile fiiti tl%%rd to oit.lin (1 3%l tit ~t I Iflnit!tipatiti 'lwill not lie licet!dy in tile ftttre.

8



L = total nondimensional circulation at each radius of one propeller (ZI'/Irl)V)

x = nondimensional radius

Ut = tangential velocity

D = propeller diametei

V = ship speed

Z = number of blades. and

P =circulation of each section

The computer program uses an iterative-type method of solution to determine the induced

velocities. Before proceeding with tile design of two actual propellers with a specified axial

spacing an "equivalent" propeller 7 which produces one half the total thrust is introduced.

The expressions for tile self-induced axial velocities. appearing in F-quation (9). of each

actual CR propeller in terms of the induced velocity U. from the equivalent propeller are:

Ma, (U.,
(10)

2 = (I + 6)(I + (

where 6 is the average contraction ratio of the slipstream at the aft propeller and is the

average circulation factor at the aft propeller. According to Moran'7 both 6 and f are

small in absolute value. In the present invcstigation they are assumed to be zero.
Lerhs' d1istance factor1 8 g has been calculated, for the present investigation, to cover

a higher range of propeller spacing d/R and curves of ga versus diR arc shown by Figure 2.

Recen! design experience at the Center has indicated a preference for these factors over

those presented by Morgan. 17

THRUST DEDUCTION AT OFF-DESIGN LOADING

The minimum horsepower for a ship propelled by CR propellers is a function of the

propeller efficiency and the hull efficiency. lqual thrust or equal torque on each propeller
does not necessarily give the minimum shaft horsepower since the minimum thrust deduction

does not usually occur when either the thrusts or torques are equal. Therefore. to obtain

minimum horsepower, it is necessary to investigate the effect of unequal thrust loadins of

the propellers on the thrust deduction. To calculate the thrust deductions at off-design

loadings, it is assumed that the propeller self-induced axial velocity U,% is proportional to

the propeller thrust coefficient CTh.
For a particular propeik'r. the pverage factor f. in Elquation (9) is essentially constant

with a change in thrust only. Thus, for a specified CR propeller spacing. i.e.. distance

factor g., we observe that (Ui) /(Ua )2 = -- constant and (Uai)2/(U,,)I = k, constant

and the off-dsign relations are:

9



2T,' (U31 )1 + k (Uas) 2 2T2' = (Total Axial),

2T, ' (UM )2 + k2(U.,) 2T,'= (Total Axial) 2

At design condition (assumed)

T =T =0.5 21

The necessity for utilizing an offdesign approximation !ics in the fact that the present CR

propeller design computer program (lifting-line computation) considers only equal torque
balance, i.e.. T1' T2

With propeller off-design singularity strength taken as proportional to T' in Equation (3),
Equation (4) would become

W TI' CD ! + T 2 C t )

t = tf + C (4a)CTh s

and for !f =0

t t2  I
-= - and-=
t T CD

T1 ' \CJ)"2'

where the drag augmentation coefficients C and C are at design condition.

THRUST DEDUCTION AT OFF-DESIGN SPACING

The spacing between propellers and between propeller and hull can also affect the

minimum shaft horsepower. As soon as the position of either CR propeller is changed. all
perturbation vviocities must be recalculated at both propellers. For off-design spacing. in
this investigation, the forward propeller location remained fixed and the aft propeller was

moved downstream. Large propeller spacing (defined by axial distance between propell!'r
planes as a fractioh of forward propeller radius, d/R, ) requires the physical removal of the
rdder for the typical sing.-screw ship. Therefore. thnst deduction was detennined

mathematically with the rudder removed when the parameter d/R, was varied.

To approximate the change in the hull-potential wake fraction wp with distance down-

stream, a method based on the variation of thrust deduction with propeller axial position
behind a body of revolution, as derived by tie author.4 was used together with the exact

functional relation between tle potential wake fraction and thrust-deduction coefficient for

uniform flow. lhc relation can be expressed in the following convenient form:

10
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Consider the faict that for the same propeller average total thrust, we have tile same

average total indaced velocity. By a judicious choice of (hR1 sonic reasonable assumptions

concerning off-design performance call be mnadc as follows: (1) If we do not mtake too large

a change in spacing. thle assumption is reasonable that the radial distribution of thrust for

each CR propeller remains approximately thle same. With this assumption we calculate new
self-induced vs-locities U at the new location. (2) if the aft propeller is positioned down-

stream where w -- 0 (about d/R1 = 10.8 for the MARAI, Containerihip) then t, = 0 and
t -- t1  It is known that Twill change at the same rpmu but the ratio DIT remains almost

constant for nonconfigurational changes in propeller loading.

THRUST DEDUCTION DUE TO RUDDER

A simple relation between w P and t p was given1 (Eqtiation I)I with the assumption

of uniform flow. Several simple and reasonable approximations to the disturbing velocity

winduced by a rudder may be siade. For example. a point source in a two-dimensional

uniform flow (represents a rudder of in~finite sp~an and chord) may be anl adequate model

for the present investigation inasmuch as only thle flow field ahecad of thle rudder is needed

and points beyond thle propeller slipstream) lack a point of application. Isowake lines can

be constructed at the propeller plane and these integrated circumnferentially at several radii

to provide anl average radial distribution of w.

Ifuirvald-' hias constructed a two-dimensional flow model* by a conformal transforma-

tion technique that produces a mtore typical rudder section shape than a two-dimensional

half body.. Ilis D.iagram 89, Chapter V. was used to evaluate wp for the MARAD Container-

ship rudder. Equation 0II1 wai then used to calculate the thrust deduction duie to the

rudder.

COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE

MARAD CONTAINERSHIP
Figures 3 and 4 show, respectively. thle lines and stern view of thle Center Model 5218.

representing a 215.5-knot containership equipped with a CR propeller stern arrangement

20 'llrvi, S.A.. "Wake ofsferthant Ship%." 11w lDani--h Teclini Prem. Copenhagen (1950).

Ollarvwid aIho e~amniind lte .Nfect of a on.'ergent flow tikid and it arjiear' that in 1eneral an a~unption of a free
rudder ip a parallel 1oA would he adrulleatr tot the rurtpow~ of the pfeveft inle'tiration.



and a single rudder. This contain,-rship has been investigated extensively by Strom-Tejsent 4

with model tests of severa! desi n variations including twin rudder,, single screw, and over-

lapping propellers. Ship and model data for this model are given in Table I. A drawing and

pertinent geometrical data appear in Figure 5 for the design CR propellers, Numbers 4458

and 4459. Surface-sink strengths of these propellers as a function of piopeller radius for the

design condition (equal thnist) and at an off-design spacing d/R 1 = 1.5 are given in Figures
6 and 7, respectively. Table 2 gives predicted propulsion results at 25.5 knots for model

experiments for the ship equipped with contrarotating propellers. The experiments conducted
with Model 5218 included propulsion data for the conditions: with, and without rudder,

off-design thrust loading between CR propellers, and comparative single-screw results. Thus,

it seemed to be an excellent vehicle for performing a theoretical analysis of tihe thrust

deduction for a high-speed single screw ship.

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR POTENTIAL WAKE

To effect a major saving in t;.,ne and money the potential-wake fraction wp was obtained

for the subject containership by application of an influence coefficient. The influence

coeflicient would not generally be needed. In essence this coefficient was determined

numerically from propulsion data 4 (Table 2 of this report) and the experimental radial

distribution of we reported for the single-screw surface ship SIMON BOLIVAR.10

Introducing the influence coefficient c into FEquation (4). we can write

tcxpcfimenta ! ' tf + 4CC3  (4b)

where cCf = (11 + i,) by Equation (3) and the integrals 1, and 12 have been computed for

the MARAI) Containership using a wp distribution from SIMON BOLIVAR already adjusted

E-quation ( I) for differences in propeller diameter alnd spacing relative to the hull. Let

tf = 0.015 from BeveridgeW"

MtM, = 0.188 from Table 2

Ch, = 0 6924 from Stron-rejsen' 4 (actual test value for CR set) and

(') = 0.0240 from Equation (3)

l-quation (4b) solved for c is

( I(tP- tfY

-CD 1.25 (12)
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The inftlku!lce coefficient c £naiP'y corrects the assumedl w distribution for differences in

the free-wave system an(1 geomietry between SIMON BOLI VAR and tile MARAD Container-
ship. 'The effect of gi.',%mmr, appears to be dominant. Althoughi othier unaccou ntable effects

may be lumped into c it is believed to operate chiefly onl w (as intended) by a comparison
ta o Ila 21 2

wih ak dtaofIlrvald3' and Nowacki and Sharma.2  Final curves of w and

versuis x for tile containership are presented in Figures 8 and 9 at the design CR propehlcr

spacing d/R1 = 0.52 and at off-lesign spacing dIR, = 1.50.
A chieck of the Ilarvald data reveals w = 0.22 -- w~ for a small wave wake while the

present containership potential wake (Figure 8) shows wp 0.21 at 0.7 propeller radlius.

Another check onl wp for thle containership can be obtained from the relation of tandw

for uniform flow (Equation (I I)). Willi C111. 1.2 14 (computed for I -w 0  0.76) andl

tp 0. 188 -0.015 =0. 173. we have

= ~ (I + V ) 0.22

A sniall wave-wake comp~onent w,1 is indicated at design Froude number. F. 0.272. forI- the containership and some substance is given to this by the results of Nowacki and( Sharma,
which are given in Agure 10. for a somewhat idealized mathemtatical hutll having Cis 0.64
andl Cx =cl, C. =0.8.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Although the frictional component of the thrust-deductionl coefficient tf was introduced

earlier, it was assumed equal to zero in all numerical computations involving ratios of thrust

deduction (e.g.. t, /t and t,/t). This assumiption avoids5 any superficial division such as(i)
and (tY, for an already smnall quantity.1 1 .13 However. a. absolute values of t arc based onl

1f 0.015.*13 A most important observation is made at this point concerning tlw influence

coefficient c that wa,. used in determining potential wake: to wit. c cancels if' we dleal with

thrust deduction ratios% in our analysis. In a very real sense percentage or fractional changes

in thirust deduction with parametric variations are what we want anyway.

RUDDER CONTRIBUTION AND SPACING BETWEEN PROPELLERS

As dlescribedl p)rviotislv the hfarvald-(1 diagram showing the dependence of w Ison tile

dimnensions and position of thle niddler (in parallel flow) may be usedl iii conjunction with

21 Ifarmi. S,.' ' Waske and 11m;~ tic,muctiofl at U.-ttemel Propeller I~oadfing%." S-Aediih State Shipbuilding lApetiiiwntal

22Nmacki. If. and S.D). Sharm.e. "I t, c-Surface ijrects its flull Pwplr tnteraiion. hic univria) (if Michigan
('olllc or lIflpneceing Report 112 (Scq, 1971).
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Elquation (I I) to estimate the thrust deduction due only to the rudder For the M AR.M)
Ccntainership the following rudder input has been used:

0.43

D/Q = 2.6

a/f = 0.45

where t* = maximum section thickness of the rudder (symbol t* not to be confused with
thrust deduction coefficient),

D = propeller diameter
a = axial clearance between the rudder leading edge and a representative propeller

plane. Note: Propeller plane defined at 0.71) when rake is present and
= rudder chord length

For the subject rudder and CR propeller set the midplane was chosen in computing (a), and
( ) was taken as the udde'r chord at 0.7 R. A w of 0.05 results and (tp) rudder = 0.04
was computed from E:'quation (I I). The experimental result for thb containership from tests
with and without nuder gavc

At = 0.056 Design CR propellers (Table 2)

At = 0.029 Single Screw. Stromn-Tejsen 14

Very good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results for the thrust deduc-
tion due sohley to the rudder is revealed when it is realized that choosing a midplane location
for the CR propellers is tantamount to placing the propeller disk loading closer to the rudder
compared to tie single screw location and moving the aft CR propeller farther ahead of the
rudder. Thus. the computed incremental value. At = (t = 0.04, lies between the two

experimental values.
A simple monotonic variation of the thrust deduction coefficient with axial distance

between CR propellers was found as expected (see Figure II). The rudder has been removed
(physically necessary for large spacing) by subtracting its known contribution from the total
thrust deduction since it had been determined experimentally. Selection of particular discrete

d/R, ratios for performing thrust deduction computations was discussed previotisly. There
is nothing striking or unusual about the results obtained and the variation for the M ARAD CR

propellers is similar to the curve (shown in Higure I I for comparison) derived for a bare-hull,
sinle-screw submarine form. 4

Although the present work was limited to an inv;'stigation )f thrust deduction. some

more far-reaching comments seem desirable at this point. It is generally accepted that axial

spacing has little effect on the open-water efficiency of CR propellers, provided they are
operated at their design spacing. Limited space available usually dictates that propeller

14



spacing be kept to a minimum. tlecker23 has investigated CR propeller performance in uni-
form flow for distance ratios from d/R 0.2 to 0.8. Purely from a hydrodynamic standpoint,
the concept that behind a hull the potential flow field decays at a greater rate than does the j
frictional flow field, is a basis for speculating that an optimum propeller spacing might exist

a in the wake-adapted case. As an example it has been shown for a submerged body of revo-

lutjon4 that an optimum (based on maximum propulsive coefficient) downstream location
does occur for a single screw. Based on these statements a spacing for optimizing tile pro-
pulSive coefficient probably exists for a CR propeller pair installed on a submersible and
certain surface ships where free surface and wave effects would not be significant.

Practical application of these ideas may be feasible because submersibles are presently
configured with th,, stem control surfaces forward of the propeller, and a twin-rudder arrange-
ment for a surface ship would permit the aft propeller of a CR set to be positioned farther a

downstream. In retrospect, investigative effort along these lines seems warranted.

THRUST BALANCE

Table 3 gives calculated thrust deduction results at several discrete values of relative
thrust loading between the forward and aft propellers designed for the MARAD Containership.
For equal thrust loading T, /T2 = 1.0 the division of the thrust deduction is seen to be 73
percent of the total produced by the forward propeller and 27 percent produced by the aft
propeller. This result may be important in the propeller design problem since an assumed

50-50 distribution of the thrust deduction would thus produce approximately a 5 percent
difference in the division of useful propeller thrust between propellers.

As mentioned earlier a design condition T, /T2 = 1.0 was assumed in the theoretical
analysis. However, the experimental results for the MARAD Containership reported by
Strom-Tejsen t4 revealed that at equal rpm a value TI / T2 = 0.95 was obtained in contrast to

equal thrusts for which they were designed. In Figure 12 the computed (I - t) values of

Table 3 have been plotted as fractions of the design value with an incremental shift of 0.05
on TI / T2 to give a unity thrust deduction ratio at T, /T2 

= 0.95. In addition two other
experimental points are shown corresponding to the rpm ratios of 0.95 and 1.05 in Table 2.

The (I - t) ratio curve of Figure 12 shows about an 8 percent decrease when the propeller
thust ratio T, /T, is increased from about 0.4 to 2.0. The two off-design experimental
points do not lie on the theoretical curve. This is believed to be due to either experimental
test accuracy. or tile rudder effect, or to both. In percent the differences are small. but it

23llecker, R. and N.A. McDonald, "The Aial Spacing and Optimum Diameter of ('ounlterfotatinr. hopellers," David
Taylor Model Baiin Report 1342 (FWeb 1960).
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F should be pointedl out that the rudder ett,,'t on thrust deduction was treated theoretically-
ia constant disturbance factor in tht. singularity system. while in physical reality one might-

expect a thrust-loading condition that would peoduce a minimium thrust deductionl With a.

nudder. 'IMis problem requires further investigation. For the present case experimental data

at more extreme propdier thrust loadings would have been informative. The earlier discussiol

concerning the rudder contrib~ution to the thrust deduction and its overall effect on CR

propulsion (Table 2) seemn to sh~ow that the single centerline rudder otters no advantage in

this propulsion system.I
Also, depicted in iguire 12 is the theoretical variation of the separate thirust-deduction

coefficients verstis T, /T, for the forward and aft p~ropellers. Of' special interest is the inter-

section of the curves for t1 = I, which shows that a thrust-loading ratio of about 0.4 is needed

to accomplish equal division of the thrust deduction in this Cit propeller set. The curves

hiave beet, extendied to tite imiiting values ,, T, -+ 0. Reerse limiting values are obtained at

the uapper limit T, - .A calculation shows that t1i/t -- 0.98 and t0 -- ~ 0.02 at T,/T, =.20.

Thiese statements concerninga extreme values of T, /Tl, have on!!y academic meaning, since

they are ntot practical. 1 lowever. the required linearity (Assumption 6. Statement of Problem)

is pre served because the total-thrust coefficient

+ T,
CI~ b% 0.6924

p(DiV 2

is constant.

IXtermination of the separate thrust deduction coefficients tI and t, for the CR

propellers was essential to findling the total th rust deduction of' the CR propeller system andl

this point i6 emphasized. TUhe variation of I and It, with the thrust ratio T, /T, may be

important to thev total propulsion problemi. As discu.,sed in the section on ThRUST
~DDUCTION AT OFl -10kSl(N LOAD)ING. equal thrust or equal torqlue may not necessarily

Ltve mimnum shaft horsepower. For tho~ containership. Figure 12 shows that the total thrust

dledu~ctionl is reILIed b% increasing9 the thrust on thme aft propeller relative to thme forward

p~ropeller. It ma% he possible to designi a CR prop~eller pair (without centerline nidder) for
uneqlual thrust producing a lower thrust deduiction and no~~s in propeller efficiency coin-

pared to an eqlual thrust condition. That this is p~ossible is not reflected by the horsepower
given in Table 2 for the contaiiersmip when the rpm ratio ",III, was varied. However. it is

noted in this case that the thrust unbalance is relatively small, the ruider effect is unclear

and the off-designl propeller efficiency may not lie the best efficiency obtainable.

16



CONCLUDING REMARKS

A theoretical method was developed to determine the steady interaction force, thrust

deduction, of contrarotating propellers. Numerical values of this force are needed to de-
termine the propeller thrust required to propel a ship at design condiions, and to make

parametric investigations of propulsive performance. In the method the force was obtained
as a Lagally-type force which has its basis in a principle of reciprocity for finding forces
between bodies in a flow field. Certain interference forces were shown to cancel. The
methodology involved a combination of potential and viscous flow effects.

Application of the method was made to secure numerical results for a set of CR pro-
pellers designed for a MARAD high-speed containership. Some salient features and

implications concerning the thrust deduction of the containership were:
I. Determination of the separate thrust deduction for the forward and aft propeller

of the CR pair at design and off-design loading. At design loading 73 percent of the total
thrust deduction was produced by the forward propeller and 27 percent by the aft. The
total thrust deduction was in exact agreement with the experimental result because of the
use of an influence coefficient in determining the final potential wake. Indications are
that the distribution of the thrust deduction between propellers might be important with
Sr-gard to minimum shaft horsepower. However, additional investigation will be required to

clarify this point.
2. Computation of the rudder contribution shows agreement with experiment within

better than two percent for one minus the thrust deduction.
3. As expected a simple monotonic reduction in thrust deduction was observed when

the forward propeller location remained fixed and the aft propeller was moved downstream.

17
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Figure~ 4 - Model 5218, Stem View
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TABLI- I SIIP AND NIODIEL DATA FOR MODEL 5218
CONTWAROTATI NG CONTAINEIRSIliP I)IESIGN

A"PENDAGES: Propeller Bossing (No Rudder or Bilge Keels)

DIMENSIONS LWL COEFFICIENTS

Ship Model C8  0.555 CWF 0.62

.ingth (LWL), It 778.8 25.673 Cp 0.590 CWA 0.78

- 2-ngth (LWP), ft 780.0 25.714 Cx  0.940 LE/L 0.52
I~a B) t 103.4 3.408 Cw  0.697 Lp/L 0.00

D'raft (H). ft ...30.0 0.989 CpF 05 LR/L"04

Cbispl, tons 38520SW 1.342FW CpA 0.62 L/Bx 7.53

Wetted Surf, s(tft 83920 91.7 CpE 0.58 Bx/H 3.45

Design v, knots 25.5 4.63 CpR 0.60 &/(Oil)3 81.1

LCBLWL = 394.8 Aft of FP Cpv 0.80 Sy " 15.45
LCBLBP 395.5 Aft of FP CpvA 0.74 f 0.09

WL Entrance Half Angle= 7.00 Cpv F 0.86 t 0.05

X = 30.334 V/CLWL = 0.914 LBP COEFFICIENTS

( 2.561 ®P =0.887 C, 0.555 L/Bx 7.53
Lines NSRDC Afterbody lines, Model 5218, CP 0.590 A/(Oil)381.1

10 Nov 69
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